TJ DASH-PODS INSTALLATION
* Color copies can be printed at www.selectincrements.com for better clarity, if necessary.
Noteworthy: Pods may come in contact with heater ducts and ducts will flex slightly to accept the pods when they’re screwed in place. This was done to
maximize mounting diameter and depth in each pod. Also, ‘97-’00 models may have the driver side pod contact the headlight switch base due to tolerances from
the factory, which is also normal and twisting the switch slightly will aide with this; call us if you still have trouble with this switch.
‘02 Wire Plugs: Some ‘02 TJ’s made late in the model year may have different wire plugs. If the plugs supplied don’t connect with the factory dash plugs in
your late model ‘02, call us and we’ll be able to get you the correct plugs.
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Feed the spade terminals
through the 7/16” hole
on back of each pod and
push grommet into hole.

Push grommet over each pair of plugs starting with the
large spade first. It’s a tight fit, but it minimizes hole size.
Gently push
speaker
spade
terminals
inward
toward the
magnet if
needed for
wall
clearance.
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Connect spade terminals to
speakers .

6 (only if using 4x6 speakers)
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Before you screw the speakers
to the pods…
You may need to cut top inner
corners of speaker frames
to get clearance around
the metal bracing of the
dash. Only the corners shown
here may need to be cut, and
possibly just the Driver Side Pod.

Driver Side
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Passenger Side
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Gently pull excess wire from pods.
We recommend sealing any airspace around wires with glue gun.

Screw speakers to pods with
the included #10 X 3/8” screws
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Remove the speaker covers from
your TJ’s dash with a Phillips
screwdriver, 2 screws per side.
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OR
Remove your current dash speakers with a Phillips
screwdriver, 4 screws per side. (You will reuse
these screws for the pods, so keep them aside).
Unplug the speakers from the factory plugs.

(Generally ‘97-’00)
If you have these
brackets, turn page
over. If not,
continue to #13.

Plug your DASH-PODS into
your existing factory wire
harness and reuse the mounting
plate screws that held your old
speakers in place to mount your
DASH-PODS. (It is normal to
have the backs of the pods hit
and flex the heater ducts in some
instances.) Replace the speaker
covers and you’re done!

Remove foam pieces if
your TJ has them.
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’97-’00 models must remove the section
of metal bracket on the driver and
passenger sides…
The quickest and easiest way to do this is
with a good pair of tin snips. There are
small notches in the metal that act as
perfect starting points for the snips. It
takes a little muscle, but good snips
can do the job.

Images are of Driver Side, repeat for Passenger Side.
’97-’00 models now check the pods for
fitment…may need to use a pair of pliers or
vice grips to slightly bend the corners back
and away if these points are interfering with
the pod(s) installation after making the cuts.
Then go to step #13 on other side of page.

There is a video of this on our website and on youtube.com
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